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An integrated imaging sensor for 
aberration-corrected 3D photography

Jiamin Wu1,2,3,6, Yuduo Guo4,5,6, Chao Deng1,3,6, Anke Zhang3,5, Hui Qiao1,3, Zhi Lu1,3, 
Jiachen Xie1,3, Lu Fang2,3,4 ✉ & Qionghai Dai1,2,3 ✉

Planar digital image sensors facilitate broad applications in a wide range of areas1–5, 
and the number of pixels has scaled up rapidly in recent years2,6. However, the 
practical performance of imaging systems is fundamentally limited by spatially 
nonuniform optical aberrations originating from imperfect lenses or environmental 
disturbances7,8. Here we propose an integrated scanning light-field imaging sensor, 
termed a meta-imaging sensor, to achieve high-speed aberration-corrected 
three-dimensional photography for universal applications without additional 
hardware modifications. Instead of directly detecting a two-dimensional intensity 
projection, the meta-imaging sensor captures extra-fine four-dimensional light-field 
distributions through a vibrating coded microlens array, enabling flexible and precise 
synthesis of complex-field-modulated images in post-processing. Using the sensor, 
we achieve high-performance photography up to a gigapixel with a single spherical 
lens without a data prior, leading to orders-of-magnitude reductions in system 
capacity and costs for optical imaging. Even in the presence of dynamic atmosphere 
turbulence, the meta-imaging sensor enables multisite aberration correction across 
1,000 arcseconds on an 80-centimetre ground-based telescope without reducing the 
acquisition speed, paving the way for high-resolution synoptic sky surveys. Moreover, 
high-density accurate depth maps can be retrieved simultaneously, facilitating 
diverse applications from autonomous driving to industrial inspections.

Two-dimensional (2D) imaging sensors have revolutionized many 
fields, including industrial inspection, mobile devices, autonomous 
driving1, surveillance2, medical diagnosis3, biology4 and astronomy5. 
Benefiting from the rapid development of semiconductor industry, 
the number of pixels in digital sensors has grown quickly in the past 
decade2,6. However, the practical performance of most imaging sys-
tems has reached a bottleneck set by optics instead of electronics. 
For example, given a gigapixel sensor, the effective pixel number of 
an imaging system is usually limited to the megapixel level, owing to 
optical aberrations originating from imperfect lenses or environmen-
tal disturbances, which cause light emitted from one point to spread 
out over a large region on a 2D sensor7,8. Meanwhile, the projection of 
three-dimensional (3D) scenes to a 2D plane incurs the loss of various 
freedoms of the light field, such as depth and local coherence. As a 
result, it has long been a challenge to obtain high-density depth maps 
with an integrated sensor9.

Experts in optical engineering have spent hundreds of years design-
ing perfect imaging systems for aberration correction with multiple 
precision-engineered lenses in a sequential mode10. However, the dif-
ficulty of optical design and fabrication increases exponentially with 
the space–bandwidth product, which describes the total number of 
degrees of freedoms for an optical system and sets an upper boundary 
on the effective pixel number due to diffraction limits11. In this case, 

high-performance incoherent imaging systems with large effective 
space–bandwidth products are usually very expensive and bulky, such as 
large-aperture telescopes12 and mesoscopes13,14. Metalens and free-form 
optics may potentially alleviate this problem by fabricating optimized 
lens surfaces when given sufficient machining precision across a large 
scale15,16. Image deblurring algorithms may improve the image contrast 
via accurate estimations of the point spread function (PSF)17–19. PSF engi-
neering with a coded aperture preserves more information by reducing 
the nulls in the frequency domain20,21. However, it is very difficult to 
retrieve the high-frequency information lost by a low modulation trans-
fer function (MTF), and these approaches usually require specific data 
priors and precise PSF estimations, especially for spatially nonuniform 
aberrations22. Moreover, all these methods are still sensitive to dynamic 
environmental aberrations with small depths of field.

Adaptive optics achieves active aberration corrections with a 
deformable mirror array or spatial light modulator to direct the rays 
emitted from one point to the same position on the sensor at differ-
ent angles5,23. Aberrated wavefronts can be measured by a guide star 
and a wavefront sensor or by iterative updates according to specific 
evaluation metrics24. Adaptive optics has exhibited great success in 
both astronomy and microscopy and has contributed to important 
scientific discoveries23. However, the effective field of view (FOV) of 
the current adaptive optics approach is very small, owing to spatially 
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nonuniform aberrations23. Particularly for ground-based telescopes, 
the aberration caused by atmospheric turbulence limits the FOV of 
adaptive optics to approximately 40 arcseconds in diameter, which is 
too small for a large synoptic survey telescope25,26. More importantly, 
current adaptive optics systems are usually complicated, bulky and 
expensive, which makes the development of lightweight systems or 
portable devices difficult.

Here we propose an integrated scanning light-field imaging frame-
work including both hardware and software, termed a meta-imaging 
sensor, to achieve aberration-corrected 3D imaging with a large 
space–bandwidth product at low cost. Akin to metasurfaces for 
unprecedented manipulations of light fields with nanostructures16, 
the meta-imaging sensor facilitates measurements and syntheses of the 
light field in the spatial–angular domain at high speed with a vibrating 
coded microlens array, which are much more precise than traditional 
light-field techniques, decoupling the optical modulation process from 
data acquisition. We then achieve high-performance 3D imaging with 
multisite aberration correction via wave-optics-based digital adaptive 
optics (DAO) on a single integrated sensor. By exploiting spatiotem-
poral continuity, we develop an optical-flow-based motion correction 
algorithm to prevent motion artefacts and maintain the imaging speed 
(up to the camera frame rate).

To establish the capabilities of the meta-imaging sensor, we conduct 
quantitative analysis with diverse applications in photography, autono-
mous driving, industrial inspection, video surveillance and astronomy. 
Specifically, we obtain high-performance all-in-focus images up to 
gigapixel with a single lens, indicating a three-orders-of-magnitude 
reduction in system costs and capacity. Especially under condi-
tions with severe nonuniform aberrations, the meta-imaging sensor 
achieves an over tenfold improvement in resolution. Moreover, the 
meta-imaging sensor facilitates multisite aberration corrections over 
1,000 arcseconds in diameter on an 80-cm-aperture telescope, pav-
ing the way towards high-resolution ground-based synoptic surveys. 
Megapixel depth maps can be obtained simultaneously at millisecond 
scale with better accuracy and resolution than traditional light-field 
cameras for diverse industrial applications.

Principle of the meta-imaging sensor
Traditional 2D sensors pose a great challenge on optics as a result of the 
long-established design philosophy for the human retina—“what you 
see is what you get”. Light-field imaging or plenoptic imaging provides 
another solution from machine vision by detecting four-dimensional 
(4D) spatial–angular information as building blocks and synthesizing 
images with arbitrary modulations during post-processing;27,28 this 
approach has shown great potential in 3D vision29, aberration correction30  
and microscopy31. However, existing light-field cameras suffer from 
severely degraded spatial resolution owing to the failure of incoherent  
synthetic aperture (ISA), restricting their practical applications in 
various fields32. By exploiting the diffraction effect caused by the 
small aperture of each microlens, scanning light-field microscopy 
bypasses the trade-off between spatial and angular resolutions with 
a 2D galvo system that shifts the image plane periodically33, but this 
type of microscopy requires additional optical systems and cannot 
be used for universal imaging.

To address these problems, we propose a framework for the 
meta-imaging sensor by integrating a coded microlens array in a 
high-speed piezo stage, which is then bonded to a conventional imaging 
sensor with the photosensitive area located at the back focal plane of 
the microlens array (Fig. 1a). Each microlens focuses the light from dif-
ferent angles onto different sensor pixels for angular sampling (Fig. 1b, 
corresponding to 15 × 15 angular pixels). The aperture size of each 
microlens is only about ten times of the diffraction limit of the image 
plane, which introduces a diffraction effect to the incoherent light field 
and preserves the high-frequency information during angle separation 

through frequency aliasing (Extended Data Fig. 1a,b). By increasing the 
size of microlens aperture, the diffraction effect will gradually decrease, 
leading to reduction of spatial resolution (Extended Data Fig. 1c).  
Different from a previous scanning light-field technique33, we further 
coat a chromium film with a circular pattern on each microlens to block 
the light passing through the surrounding corners of the square foot-
print of each microlens (see Methods and Fig. 1a). Such a circular aper-
ture reduces the nulls in the optical transfer functions for artefact-free 
reconstruction, which is essential for universal imaging scenarios with-
out the sparse prior applied in fluorescence imaging (Extended Data 
Fig. 1d–g). Then we use high-speed periodic drifting of the microlens 
array to increase the spatial sampling density limited by the physical 
size of the microlens, which can unmix the frequency aliasing of ISA 
(Extended Data Fig. 2a–f). After assembling the pixels with the same 
angle according to the microlens positions in phase space (Fig. 1b), we 
apply a deconvolution-based ISA algorithm to obtain a full-resolution 
focal stack or all-in-focus images with the extended depth of field 
and diffraction-limited resolution of the imaging lens (see Methods  
and Extended Data Fig. 3a–f). A high-density depth map can be retrieved  
simultaneously based on multiview stereo (see Methods). The meta- 
imaging sensor can directly replace conventional imaging sensors 
without additional hardware modifications (Fig. 1c).

More importantly, with high-resolution plenoptic light distribu-
tions, we can generate complex-field-modulated images precisely in 
post-processing without additional optical devices, which is the key 
advantage of the meta-imaging sensor over conventional 2D sensors. 
A typical example is aberration correction, which is a fundamental 
problem in optics. Imperfect lenses or turbulence disturb the rays 
emitted from the same point, leading to severe blurs in 2D sensors. 
These blurs are difficult to correct without an active device or accurate 
aberration measurements (Fig. 1d). By contrast, the meta-imaging 
sensor is more robust to aberrations with reduced crosstalk between 
angular components, which can be recombined into a perfect focus 
during post-processing; this is the DAO framework33. Here we extend the 
concept of DAO from geometric optics to wave optics, providing a more 
accurate description of the imaging model (see Methods). The aber-
rated phase can be estimated from the relative lateral shifts of the same 
structure in different views34, which can be used to generate accurate 4D 
PSFs for ISA with aberration corrections. To quantitatively evaluate the 
performance, we conduct numerical simulations with different aberra-
tion levels (Extended Data Fig. 4a,b). Wave-optics-based DAO achieves 
an approximately 10-dB peak signal-to-noise ratio improvement over 
geometric-optics-based DAO, with more accurate estimations of aber-
rated wavefronts. Compared to a hardware adaptive optics approach 
based on a deformable mirror array with 15 × 15 tip-tilt actuators, DAO 
obtains similar performance (Extended Data Fig. 4c–e). Experimen-
tal results on a resolution test chart further verify the superiority of 
the wave-optics model (Extended Data Fig. 4f). In addition, the DAO 
framework exhibits strong noise robustness with consistent aberration 
estimation performance, because the correlation process utilizes all 
signals contained in a small region (Extended Data Fig. 5a–g).

By integrating the adaptive optics capability into the sensor, 
meta-imaging sensor can achieve multisite aberration corrections 
without reducing the data acquisition speed (Fig. 1e and Supplementary 
Table 1). Owing to the high nonuniformity of aberration distributions, 
the effective FOVs of traditional hardware adaptive optics systems are 
usually very small, leading to a considerable waste of sensor pixels. 
By contrast, the meta-imaging sensor can apply different aberration 
corrections for every local region across a wide FOV, which is also hard 
to obtain with traditional light cameras (Fig. 1f).

Robust photography with a single lens
The cost and size of camera lenses grow rapidly with the increase of the 
effective space–bandwidth product, as they usually require multiple well 
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Fig. 1 | Principle of the integrated meta-imaging sensor. a, The meta- 
imaging sensor (meta sensor) integrates four main elements: a periodic 
circular pattern with a circular intensity mask on each microlens, a microlens 
array to capture the angular light distributions in every local region, a piezo 
stage to vibrate the microlens array periodically and increase the spatial 
sampling density for state unmixing, and a conventional complementary 
metal–oxide–semiconductor (CMOS) sensor placed at the back focal plane of 
the microlens array for high-throughput photon detection. b, The imaging 
principle of the meta-imaging sensor. Light from different angles (labelled with 
different colours) is focused onto different pixels after each microlens. 
High-resolution 4D spatial–angular measurements are obtained by combining 
pixels with the same angle based on the microlens positions, which can be used 
to generate complex-field-modulated images up to the diffraction limit of the 
imaging lens with ISA. c, The prototype camera with the meta-imaging sensor 

inside, as used in all the experiments. d, Optical aberration disturbs the light 
emitted from the same point, resulting in blurry 2D images or lateral shifts of 
different angular components. Although all the angular components are mixed 
coherently in a 2D sensor they are separated in the meta-imaging sensor and 
can be realigned during post-processing to recover the aberration-corrected 
high-resolution image; this technique is called digital adaptive optics (DAO).  
e, For spatially nonuniform aberrations, a hardware adaptive optics system 
with a deformable mirror array can only correct a small FOV, whereas DAO can 
achieve multisite aberration corrections simultaneously without influencing 
the data acquisition speed. f, Comparisons of the results yielded by a single 
plastic lens with a 2D sensor, a traditional light-field sensor and the 
meta-imaging sensor with and without DAO. The same type of CMOS chip was 
used in each test.
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designed lenses with large apertures to correct spatially nonuniform 
optical aberrations, posing great challenges for lightweight systems or 
portable devices6. Meanwhile, the surface testing of large-aperture opti-
cal systems is another challenge faced by many telescopes with respect 
to aberration characterizations. The meta-imaging sensor provides a 
scalable distributed solution to these problems from the sensor side.

To demonstrate the superiority of the meta-imaging sensor over 2D 
sensors, we conducted an experimental comparison by imaging a reso-
lution chart (International Organization for Standardization standard 
ISO 12233) with a single 3D-printed plastic lens that cost less than 1 US 
dollar (Fig. 2a). The system aberrations were corrected through a global 
aberration estimation (see Methods). On the basis of the assumption 
that the system aberrations change smoothly across the whole FOV, we 

developed a non-rigid registration algorithm to calculate the disparities 
between different views and the centre view, corresponding to the gradi-
ent maps of aberrated wavefronts (Fig. 2b and Extended Data Fig. 3e). 
Then, the aberrations at different local regions were obtained through 
the integration of different subaperture gradients (Fig. 2c). With the 
multisite DAO approach, the meta-imaging sensor could achieve effec-
tive 48-megapixel imaging (limited by the sensor pixel number) with 
consistent performance across the whole FOV. By contrast, the imaging 
performance of a conventional 2D sensor with the same type of comple-
mentary metal–oxide–semiconductor (CMOS) transistor chip degraded 
quickly with increasing off-axis distances (Fig. 2d,e). Even with advanced 
deblurring algorithms, it was difficult to recover the high-frequency 
information lost by the imaging system (Extended Data Fig. 6a,b)35–39. In 
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as the reference) correspond to the phase gradients at every local region for 
different subapertures. c, Aberrated wavefronts across the whole FOV 

obtained through the integral of the gradients. Defocus terms are removed for 
better visualization. d, Imaging results of the four resolution charts 
(ISO 12233). e, Magnified regions of d show comparisons between the 2D 
sensor and the meta-imaging sensor, with estimated aberrations shown in the 
insets. The same type of CMOS chip was used for fair comparisons. f, Measured 
MTFs of the 2D sensor (left) and meta-imaging sensor (right) at different spatial 
frequencies and different distances from the FOV centre. lp mm−1, line pairs per 
mm. Scale bars: 7,000 pixels (b), 40 mm (d), 5 mm (e).
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terms of the MTF, the meta-imaging sensor achieved an approximately 
fivefold improvement at the edge (Fig. 2f). Moreover, the raw data of the 
meta-imaging sensor exhibited a much better signal-to-noise ratio than 
the 2D sensor under the same imaging conditions and exposure time, 
illustrating the intrinsic aberration robustness of the sensing framework 
(Extended Data Fig. 6c–e). Although a conventional 2D sensor could 
achieve similar performance with a high-quality camera lens (Canon 
EF70-200mm 1:2.8L), the camera lens had a larger size and was 1,000 

times more expensive than the 3D-printed plastic lens (Extended Data 
Fig. 6f–i). With gigapixel CMOS expected to be developed in the near 
future, the meta-imaging sensor paves the way towards gigapixel imaging 
in portable devices with compact, low-cost optical systems. We further 
conducted gigapixel imaging with a single plano-convex lens by shifting 
the sensors laterally to cover the FOV over 1 gigapixel (Extended Data 
Fig. 7a–f). The meta-imaging sensor shows better resolution and contrast 
than the 2D sensor with uniform performance across the wide range.
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300mm 1:2.8L) to introduce fixed, nonuniform, strong aberrations. For this 
scenario, we used the resolution charts to measure the MTF and placed a toy in 
front of the chart to show the extended depth of field (Supplementary Video 1). 
b–e, The regions marked I–IV in b are magnified in the right-hand columns.  
b, Image obtained by the 2D sensor when focusing on the resolution chart 

without the wrap. c, Image obtained by the 2D sensor when focusing on the 
resolution chart with the wrap. d, Image obtained by the meta-imaging sensor 
when focusing on the resolution chart with the wrap. The estimated 
aberrations are shown in insets, and the colour scale is from 6λ (red) to −6λ 
(blue). e, Image obtained by the 2D sensor when focusing on the toy without the 
wrap. f, MTF curves calculated based on the region marked in b for the 2D 
sensor with and without the wrap and the meta-imaging sensor with the wrap. 
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Additionally, conventional 2D sensors, even equipped with expensive 
camera lenses, suffer from limited depths of field and environmental 
aberrations such as water drops and irregular glasses, whereas the 
meta-imaging sensor is more robust with an extended depth of field. 
We conducted an experimental comparison by placing three pieces of 
plastic wrap in front of the lens (Canon EF 300mm 1:2.8L) to introduce 
environmental aberrations (Fig. 3a and Supplementary Video 1). A toy 
placed in front of the resolution chart was blurry when the 2D sensor 
was focused on the resolution chart without the plastic wrap (Fig. 3b). 
After adding the plastic wrap, we observed severe degradation in the 
2D sensor (Fig. 3c), but the meta-imaging sensor could still preserve 
the resolution with a slight reduction in contrast (Fig. 3b–e). Although 
stitching artefacts remained across the FOV owing to the partitioning 
deconvolution and large aberration variances, the performance was 
still consistent as a result of the multisite DAO capability. The MTF 
curves show at least a tenfold improvement in resolution (Fig. 3f). 

Moreover, all the samples were within the extended depth of field of the 
meta-imaging sensor, which was a dilemma for the 2D sensor (Fig. 3e).

Optical-flow-based motion correction
Akin to the motion blur that occurs during exposure with the 2D sensor, 
motion during scanning results in motion artefacts in the meta-imaging 
sensor (Fig. 4a–c). Fortunately, most real-world scenes change continu-
ously in the temporal domain; this property can be used to eliminate 
motion artefacts up to the camera frame rate. However, motions such 
as human behaviours are highly nonuniform and are difficult for simple 
rigid registration algorithms to address (Fig. 4d).

Therefore, we developed an optical-flow-based algorithm for 
time-lapse video to correct nonuniform motion artefacts without 
reducing the spatial resolution. The whole pipeline was conducted 
on each view separately (Fig. 4e and Supplementary Video 2). As the 
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microlens array was shifted periodically (5 × 5 frames here), we applied 
a sliding window (25) to synthesize a high-resolution image from 
low-resolution images across the scanning period without reducing 
the temporal sampling density. Specifically, we calculated the opti-
cal flow from low-resolution images at different time points to the 
low-resolution image at the centre time point, and these flow maps 
were used to generate accurate coordinates of these low-resolution 
measurements in the high-resolution mesh grid with dense sampling. 
Then, the high-resolution image without motion artefacts was obtained 
through the scattered interpolation of 25 low-resolution images with 
accurate high-resolution coordinates. Finally, high-resolution images 
of different views were used for ISA without motion artefacts or a speed 
reduction (Fig. 4f). The proposed algorithm can also effectively pre-
serve the spatial resolution for static scenes (Fig. 4g).

Turbulence correction for telescopes
Large-scale optical astronomical surveys have produced various impor-
tant discoveries in astronomy40. However, atmospheric turbulence 

inevitably introduces highly dynamic aberrations, imposing a funda-
mental limit on the spatial resolution of ground-based telescopes41. 
Hardware adaptive optics techniques can alleviate this problem and 
facilitate broad applications, although it involves high expenses and 
suffers from small effective FOV (usually less than 40 arcseconds 
in diameter), owing to nonuniform aberration distributions5. The 
meta-imaging sensor provides a great opportunity for large-aperture 
survey telescopes with multisite DAO capability by simply replacing 
the imaging sensor.

To verify its effectiveness, we compared our meta-imaging sensor 
with a conventional 2D sensor containing the same CMOS chip on the 
Tsinghua-NAOC 80-cm telescope at the Xinglong Observatory of the 
National Astronomical Observatories of China (NAOC) (Extended Data 
Fig. 8a). We chose the Moon as the target. Similar to sample motions, 
the low-resolution images changed quickly during scanning owing 
to dynamic aberrations caused by turbulence, and the aberration 
distribution remained smooth across the whole FOV. Therefore, we 
used the non-rigid registration algorithm here to estimate the smooth 
optical flow map and compensate for the motion artefacts (Extended 
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Fig. 6 | High-speed megapixel depth sensing for autonomous driving and 
industrial inspection. a, Image of the Tsinghua University Art Museum 
captured by the meta-imaging sensor. b, Reconstructed depth maps of the 
traditional light-field sensor (without scanning) and meta-imaging sensor for 
comparisons with the magnified regions shown in the insets. c, Magnified 
regions of the raw data obtained by the traditional light-field camera (without 
scanning) and the meta-imaging sensor. Both the centre view and the epipolar 
plane images of the marked lines are shown. d, Magnified depth maps of the 
same region as in c, for comparisons with the depth profiles of the marked 
lines. e, Image of a circuit board obtained by the meta-imaging sensor with a 

0.15 NA (numerical aperture) objective. f, Ground truth of the depth map 
captured via commercial focus-variation microscopy for half an hour. g, Depth 
map obtained by the traditional light-field camera after system aberration 
correction. h, Depth map obtained by the meta-imaging sensor after system 
aberration correction. i, Depth profiles of the white lines marked in f–h.  
j, Average thicknesses of the four components of the same type obtained by 
different methods. The centre values represent the average. Error bars 
represent 1 standard deviation (n = 14,400 pixels for each component). Scale 
bar: 1 mm (e–h).
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Data Fig. 8b–g). Then, the aberration-corrected all-in-focus image was 
obtained through ISA with multisite DAO (Fig. 5a–d). The meta-imaging 
sensor achieved much better resolution and contrast than the conven-
tional 2D sensor without other hardware modifications across the whole 
FOV (covering over 1,000 arcseconds in diameter). A larger FOV could 
be directly obtained with a larger sensor. Although the meta-imaging 
sensor itself was robust to aberrations, wave-optics-based DAO was nec-
essary to resolve minute structures, which could not be distinguished 
with 2D sensors (Fig. 5e,f). Moreover, we found that the meta-imaging 
sensor achieved consistent robust performance over a long term, but 
the results of the 2D sensor distorted quickly with turbulence (Fig. 5g,h). 
The improved resolution obtained by the meta-imaging sensor is hard 
to achieve by selecting out the clearest image from a time-lapse video 
captured with a 2D sensor (Supplementary Video 3). Moreover, better 
resolution can be obtained in telescopes with larger apertures via the 
meta-imaging sensor, whereas the resolution of 2D sensors has reached 
the boundary set by turbulence.

3D imaging and industrial inspection
It is worth noting that besides wide-FOV high-resolution imaging in a 
complex environment, depth information can also be retrieved simul-
taneously via meta-imaging sensors, with higher precision in both 
the lateral and axial domains than for traditional light-field cameras, 
providing a low-cost solution for autonomous driving (Fig. 6a,b). As 
shown in Fig. 6c and Extended Data Fig. 9a, the samples located at 
different depths have different slopes in the spatial–angular domain; 
these slopes can be used to infer depths with existing estimation algo-
rithms42. The higher spatial sampling density not only increases the 
lateral resolution but also increases the depth accuracy (Fig. 6d and 
Supplementary Video 4). Otherwise, it is difficult to distinguish dif-
ferent depths when the maximum lateral shifts of the corresponding 
pixel at different views are smaller than the sampling interval.

We further demonstrated the application of the meta-imaging sensor 
in industrial inspections, which require both high-throughput imaging 
and 3D sensing (Supplementary Video 5). A circuit board was imaged by 
the meta-imaging sensor with and without scanning (corresponding to 
the traditional light-field camera) under a 0.15-NA (numerical aperture) 
objective within 1 s (Fig. 6e). Commercial focus-variation microscopy43 
was used to obtain ground-truth measurements, which took approxi-
mately half an hour to cover the whole depth range (Fig. 6f and Extended 
Data Fig. 9b). Before depth estimation, we applied the global aberration 
correction in geometric optics to correct system aberrations (Extended 
Data Fig. 9c–f). By applying the same light-field depth-estimation algo-
rithm with optimized parameters, the meta-imaging sensor achieved 
higher resolution and a more precise depth map than traditional 
light-field cameras (Fig. 6g,h). The meta-imaging sensor could even 
retrieve minute structures that were hard to distinguish with traditional 
light-field images (Fig. 6i and Extended Data Fig. 9g). By analysing 
the heights of four components of the same type, we found that the 
meta-imaging sensor reduced the depth error across the large FOV 
(Fig. 6j and Extended Data Fig. 9h).

Discussion
There are two critical characteristics for ISA with DAO in the meta- 
imaging sensor. One is the necessity of the wave-optics model for high- 
resolution reconstruction with aberration correction. The optical aber-
rations will not only shift the angular PSFs but also slightly change their 
intensity distributions, which has not been considered in previous DAO 
frameworks33. Therefore, we used phase-generated PSFs during itera-
tions in wave-optics DAO, leading to better image synthesis and more 
accurate aberration estimations (Extended Data Fig. 4c–e). The other 
point concerns the integrated scanning process of the microlens array, 
providing virtual spatial overlap between adjacent microlenses that 

unmixes the high-frequency information for ISA up to the diffraction 
limit of the imaging lens44,45. Such a scanning process addresses the 
intrinsic trade-off between spatial and angular resolutions, whereas 
high spatial resolution in traditional light field, either with focused or 
unfocused schemes, comes at the cost of reduced angular resolution 
and depth of field46.

Similar to a conventional imaging sensor, learning-based meth-
ods can be adopted with pre-trained models to further improve the 
output of the meta-imaging sensor using data priors (Extended Data 
Fig. 10a–c)47,48. Moreover, given specific applications, more advanced 
algorithms with parallel computing devices can be designed to achieve 
either better performance or reduced computational costs. Taking, 
for example, high-performance photography with a single lens, the 
system aberrations can be calibrated in advance once only, without 
the requirement of additional aberration estimations in use. Deep 
neural networks can be used to accelerate every step of the reconstruc-
tion process for real-time applications. As shown in Extended Data 
Fig. 10d–g, we used a pre-trained recurrent back-projection network49 
to conduct motion correction for dynamic objects during scanning. 
Although we can observe slight resolution reduction in learning-based 
results, the processing time can be reduced by 29 times on a desk-
top computer. Besides, whereas the current meta-imaging sensor is 
designed for greyscale images, a multicolour meta-imaging sensor can 
be developed by utilizing angular redundancy for spectrum coding 
without reducing the spatial resolution50. Chromatic aberrations can 
be modelled during ISA. The meta-imaging sensor is also compatible 
for low-light applications such as fluorescence microscopy33. Note that 
hardware adaptive optics and DAO are not in conflict; instead, they 
can be combined together for more robust aberration correction. 
By integrating the flexibility of precise optical modulations for inco-
herent light digitally, we believe the proposed meta-imaging sensor 
opens new horizons for computational imaging in practical, universal 
applications with orders-of-magnitude superiority, inaccessible for 
traditional 2D sensors.
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Methods

Experimental set-up
The meta-imaging sensor was built upon an existing CMOS sensor 
with a vibrating coded microlens array (MLA) bonding in front of the 
photosensitive area, as shown in Fig. 1a. For the proof-of-concept sys-
tem, we chose a 48-megapixel CMOS sensor (CMOSIS CMV50000, 
7,920 × 6,004 pixels) with the Flare 48M30-CX camera (IO Industry) for 
high-throughput detection. The sensor has a pixel size of 4.6 μm with a 
maximum frame rate of 30 Hz for whole FOV. The pitch size of the MLA 
is 69 μm to match the size of 15 × 15 sensor pixels, corresponding to 
225 angular measurements. Because most lenses used for experiments 
have a f-number around 10, we chose the focal length of the MLA as 
690 μm, leading to the diffraction limit of 5 μm for the wavelength of 
500 nm at the back focal plane of the MLA. Smaller focal length of the 
MLA can also be selected for the camera lens with a large numerical 
aperture (NA) at the cost of depth of field.

Compared with the diffraction limit of the imaging lens, the aperture 
size of each microlens should be small enough to introduce the diffrac-
tion effects at the image plane for frequency aliasing, which can avoid 
the resolution degradation due to pupil segmentation for angular 
samplings (Extended Data Fig. 1). Different from the previous scanning 
light-field method with a rectangular aperture for each microlens33, we 
coated a chromium film with a circular pattern on each square micro-
lens to ensure light only passes through each microlens via a circular 
aperture, instead of the surrounding corners of the square footprint 
of the microlens. The diameter of the circular aperture is also 69 μm. 
The circular aperture on each microlens can then reduce the nulls in 
the optical transfer functions for different views, which is essential 
for artefact-free reconstruction of universal imaging applications 
without the sparse prior applied in fluorescence imaging (Extended 
Data Fig. 1d). We then compared the results with and without circular 
patterns in numerical simulations, demonstrating the effectiveness of 
the coded diffractive pattern to eliminate the reconstruction artifacts 
for dense structures (Extended Data Fig. 1e–g).

The coded MLA is then fixed on a piezo stage (P16XY100, CoreMor-
row), which facilitates accurate periodic scanning to increase the spatial 
sampling density of the spatial–angular measurements at high speed. 
The scanning process can cover all the spatial information and create 
virtual overlaps between adjacent microlenses to address the frequency 
aliasing problem for ISA, akin to the ptychographic process44,45. As the 
photosensitive area of the CMOS chip should be placed at the back 
focal plane of MLA to maximize the depth of field46, we removed all 
the glasses above the chip. To accurately fix the MLA about 690 μm 
in front of the photosensitive area, we used a linear translation stage 
(DHC, GCM-V25M) to fine-tune the piezo stage in the axial domain 
and determined the optimal position when the images after adjacent 
microlenses were tangent using a camera lens with an f-number of 10. 
A compact five-axis stage (PY005, Thorlabs) was used to slightly adjust 
the pitch and yaw of the MLA during alignment, so that the MLA could 
be parallel to the CMOS chip for uniform performance across a large 
FOV. Finally, all these devices were tightly packaged together with good 
heat dissipation to be used as a single meta-imaging sensor.

There are four different scanning modes of our meta-imaging sensor, 
created by shifting the MLA with different periods: 1 × 1, 3 × 3, 5 × 5 and 
15 × 15. Longer periods correspond to smaller shifting intervals with a 
higher spatial sampling density. The maximum displacement of the 
MLA is smaller than the pitch size of a microlens. We used 1 × 1 scanning 
to capture the measurements of traditional light-field cameras for com-
parisons. Numerical simulations on dense structures were conducted to 
show the influence of different scanning periods (Extended Data Fig. 2). 
We find that the reconstruction performance reaches convergence 
with a period of 5 × 5 in terms of structural similarity index measure 
(SSIM). Therefore, we used 5 × 5 in most of our experiments to reduce 
motion artefacts during scanning.

The hardware synchronization of the meta-imaging sensor was 
divided into three stages and obtained with a multifunction I/O device 
(USB-6363, National Instruments). First, we triggered the piezo stage to 
shift the MLA to the next position. Then, we set a period of delay before 
triggering the camera exposure, which usually lasted for 5 ms to wait 
for the movement of the piezo. Finally, the CMOS chip was triggered 
for exposure. The readout time of the CMOS chip can be overlapped 
with the delay period.

For all the experiments, the meta-imaging sensor was directly placed 
at the image plane of existing optical systems. We used the same type 
of CMOS chips for fair comparisons between the meta-imaging sensor 
and traditional 2D sensors placed at the same position. For ISA with 
multisite DAO, the raw images obtained by meta-imaging sensor went 
through the same data-processing pipeline including pre-processing 
(pixel realignment, motion correction and initial global aberration 
estimations), wavefront estimations for different local regions, and 
incoherent synthetic aperture (Extended Data Fig. 3). It is noted that 
initial global aberration estimation can be conducted only once for a 
specific imaging system. Detailed imaging conditions for all the experi-
ments, including lens type, lens specifications, exposure time, frame 
rate, scanning period and block sizes for multisite DAO are illustrated 
in Supplementary Table 1.

Pixel realignment
Pixel realignment is the main pre-processing step to convert 
the raw measurements of the meta-imaging sensor L(x, y, t) into 
high-resolution spatial–angular measurements Vh(x, y, u, v, t). As 
shown in Fig. 1b, different sensor pixels after each microlens corre-
spond to different angles of the light or different views with coordi-
nates of (u, v), with the central view located at (0, 0). Each microlens 
samples a local spatial region with a coordinate of (x, y), corresponding 
to the centre position of the microlens. Owing to the physical size 
limit, the minimum sampling interval of a single light-field image is 
the microlens diameter. Scanning of the microlens can increase the 
sampling density and create virtual overlap between adjacent micro-
lenses. Then we assemble the sensor pixels of the same view (u, v) 
within a scanning period together based on the centre position of 
its corresponding microlens (x, y) to obtain high-resolution spatial–
angular measurements Vh(x, y, u, v, t) with the sampling interval five 
times smaller than the microlens diameter for the scanning period of 
5 × 5, which is called pixel realignment. The sliding window in the tem-
poral domain with a window size of the scanning period can preserve 
the temporal sampling density of the meta-imaging sensor. Before 
realignment, the raw light-field image was also resized and rotated 
to guarantee that each microlens covers about 15 × 15 sensor pixels. 
Such a rectification process is necessary to calibrate the system error 
caused by the alignment and microlens fabrications, which increases 
the robustness of the framework. It takes approximately 0.95 s for 5 × 5 
scanning light-field images with a pixel number of 8,000 × 6,000 to 
conduct rectification and pixel realignment on a desktop computer 
with a graphical processing unit (CPU, Intel i9-10940X; RAM, 128 GB; 
GPU, NVIDIA GeForce RTX Titan).

Motion correction
For highly dynamic samples moving during the scanning process of the 
meta-imaging sensor, motion artefacts arise after pixel realignment. In 
previous scanning light-field techniques, a time-weighted algorithm 
was developed to eliminate the motion artefacts at the cost of spa-
tial resolution degradation33. Here we propose an optical-flow-based 
algorithm for motion correction without reducing the spatiotemporal 
resolution by exploiting the spatiotemporal continuity in nature. The 
whole pipeline and pseudocode are shown in Fig. 4e and Extended Data 
Fig. 3d. We find that motion artefacts originate from incorrect pixel 
realignment of the pixels from different light-field images captured at 
different time points, because the actual spatial sampling positions of 



these microlenses are shifted with the sample movements. Fortunately, 
most of these shifts still fall in the wide FOV of the meta-imaging sensor, 
because objects usually move continuously in the scene. Otherwise, it 
is also hard for conventional imaging sensors to capture the dynam-
ics owing to the motion blur. As long as we can estimate the sample 
motions accurately, we can still retrieve dense measurements from 
adjacent frames with accurate spatial sampling coordinates. There-
fore, we conduct the motion correction algorithm on each view sepa-
rately during pixel realignment based on the optical-flow maps. For 
the motions induced by samples, we use the same optical-flow map 
estimated from the central view (or the view with the highest sharp-
ness for the conditions without a central view) for all the views. For 
motions induced by dynamic aberrations, the optical flow maps of 
different views should be estimated separately. Taking the scanning 
mode of 5 × 5 as an example, we apply a sliding window to synthesize the 
high-resolution image Vh(x, y, u, v, t) at the time point t from adjacent 
low-resolution images Vl(x, y, u, v, t + k − (T + 1)/2) (k = 1, 2, 3, …, T) (with 
a low spatial sampling density at the interval of the microlens diameter) 
across the scanning period T = 25 without reducing the temporal sam-
pling density. To obtain the accurate coordinates of all the measure-
ments at the time t, we apply a state-of-the-art optical flow algorithm51 
to calculate the flow maps (∆x, ∆y) from all the low-resolution images 
Vl(x, y, u, v, t + k − (T + 1)/2) to the low-resolution image Vl(x, y, u, v, t) 
at the time point t. Then the corresponding sampling coordinates of 
the low-resolution measurements in the high-resolution mesh grid 
can be represented as:

x y x x y y( ′, ′) = ( + Δ , + Δ )

Finally, the high-resolution image Vh(x′, y′, u, v, t) without motion 
artefacts can be obtained through a scattered interpolation method52,53 
of these 25 low-resolution images based on the accurate dense sampling 
coordinates.

For turbulence-induced motions, we use a non-rigid registration 
algorithm to estimate the optical flows, owing to its smooth distribu-
tions, which is the same as the method for system aberration estima-
tions. It takes approximately 45 s for 5 × 5 scanning light-field images 
with a pixel number of 1,000 × 1,000 to conduct motion correction 
with pixel realignment for all the views on a desktop computer with 
a graphical processing unit (CP, Intel i9-10940X; RAM, 128 GB; GPU, 
NVIDIA GeForce RTX Titan). The results of the dynamic samples validate 
the effectiveness of the algorithm (Fig. 4f and Extended Data Fig. 8). 
The results of the static samples indicate that the spatial resolution 
can be preserved very well (Fig. 4g).

Initial global aberration estimation
Because the spatially nonuniform system aberrations of the existing 
optical systems are fixed, we first usually conduct an initial global 
aberration estimation for a specific imaging system (Extended Data 
Fig. 3e). It is not essential for the meta-imaging sensor. However, it 
can greatly reduce the computational costs for practical applications 
without the requirement to correct dynamic environmental aberra-
tions, because the system aberrations can be calibrated only once in 
advance by imaging any scenes with enough textures. For single-lens 
imaging experiments and industrial inspection experiments, we used 
a checkboard with a block size of about 200 × 200 sensor pixels to 
estimate the global nonuniform system aberrations. The system aber-
ration A(u, v, x, y)exp[ jφ(u, v, x, y)] with coordinates (u, v) at the pupil 
plane can be divided into two parts including the pupil phase distribu-
tions φ(u, v, x, y) and pupil intensity distributions A(u, v, x, y), owing 
to the non-telecentricity of common imaging systems. Here j is the 
imaginary unit. For the aberration wavefronts φ(u, v, x, y) at different 
local regions (x, y) of the image plane, the local phase gradients at dif-
ferent subaperture region (dφ/du, dφ/dv) = c(Δsx, Δsy) can be obtained 
through the disparities (Δsx(u, v, x, y), Δsy(u, v, x, y)) from different views 

Vh(x, y, u, v) to the central view Vh(x, y, 0, 0) with a constant c related to 
the system magnification and sensor pixel size (Fig. 2b). On the basis of 
the assumption that the system aberrations change smoothly across the 
whole FOV, the disparities are estimated with a non-rigid registration 
algorithm. Then the aberration wavefronts can be obtained through 
an integral as below:

φ u v x y c s s u v( , , , ) = ∬(Δ , Δ ) d d .x y V x y u v V x y( ( , , , )→ ( , ,0,0))h h

The non-rigid registration algorithm is implemented by solving 
the following optimization problem in Pytorch1.9.0 with the Adam 
optimizer:

V x s y s u v t V x y tmin ( + Δ , + Δ , , , ) − ( , , 0, 0, ) .
s s

x y
Δ ,Δ

h h 2

2

x y
∥ ∥

Where ||•||2 corresponds to the L2 norm. For each view during opti-
mization, we manually set 20 × 15 × 2 control points across the whole 
FOV to fit the shift maps with a smooth distribution.

For the aberration intensity A(u, v, x, y) at different local regions (x, y), 
we can infer the pupil shape from the angular intensity distributions. 
In practice, we average the intensities of different views within a fixed 
block for multisite DAO (see Supplementary Table 1). Then the aberra-
tion pupil shapes at different local regions are obtained by binarization 
of the angular intensity distributions with the normalized threshold 
(similar performance can be obtained for the threshold ranging from 
0.5 to 0.8). Such a process is essential for the ISA of the meta-imaging 
sensor in universal imaging applications, because most regions of most 
imaging systems are not telecentric, with the chief rays not perpendicu-
lar to the image plane. Another example is the Cassegrain telescope with 
a ring structure for pupil intensity modulations. All this information 
can be estimated directly from the precise high-dimensional measure-
ments of the light field by the meta-imaging sensor.

Once we obtain the global nonuniform aberration distributions, 
they can be used as initial local aberrations for further wavefront esti-
mations caused by environmental dynamics such as turbulence, or 
directly for ISA with aberration correction in conditions without the 
requirement to correct environmental aberrations. It takes approxi-
mately 450 s for 5 × 5 scanning light-field images with a pixel number 
of 8,000 × 6,000 to conduct global system aberration estimation on 
a desktop computer (CPU, Intel i9-10940X; RAM, 128 GB; GPU, NVIDIA 
GeForce RTX Titan).

ISA with multisite DAO in wave optics
For incoherent light, we can only detect the intensity distributions 
with the phase information lost due to the temporal average. There-
fore, when we directly segment the pupil plane into different sub-
apertures to sample the angular intensity distributions, the spatial 
resolution is intrinsically reduced owing to the loss of high-frequency 
information (Extended Data Fig. 1a). Fortunately, we find that MLA 
at the image plane with a small size of each microlens can address 
this intrinsic trade-off between spatial and angular resolutions. The 
circular aperture on each microlens with a size about ten times of the 
diffraction limit at the image plane adds additional coherence to the 
incoherent light field, preserving the high-frequency information in 
the low-frequency region of the optical transfer functions for different 
views, akin to the structured illumination microscopy54 (Extended Data 
Fig. 1). The scanning process further increases the spatial sampling 
density to address the frequency aliasing problem and unmix the 
coded high-frequency information. Then, such additional coherence 
can be reflected by the variances of different angular PSFs with differ-
ent emphasis in the spatial frequency domain, which can be used with 
phase-space deconvolution for ISA55 (Extended Data Fig. 3c). Moreover, 
we find that the periodic circular diffractive patterns can eliminate 
the reconstruction artefacts for universal imaging applications with 
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dense structures by reducing the nulls in the optical transfer functions 
(Extended Data Fig. 1d–g).

As shown in Fig. 1d, optical aberrations distort the light emitted 
from the same point into different positions on the image plane, 
leading to degraded spatial resolution and contrast for traditional 
2D sensors. By capturing the high-resolution spatial–angular infor-
mation, the meta-imaging sensor reduces the coherent crosstalk 
between different views and keeps the photons focused within the 
extended depth of field, facilitating better aberration robustness 
than traditional 2D sensors, which is important for aberration esti-
mation and correction in post-processing during ISA (Extended Data 
Fig. 6c–e). Because the optical aberrations are usually nonuniform 
across a large FOV, we can segment the whole FOV into small blocks 
equally with 20 pixels overlap (detailed block sizes are shown in Sup-
plementary Table 1). We assume the aberration is uniform in each 
block. Then we can conduct multisite aberration estimation and cor-
rection in post-processing without influencing the data acquisition 
speed. Finally, high-resolution images after ISA with multisite DAO 
are stitched together (Extended Data Fig. 3c).

For each local region, the DAO process is divided into two parts: 
wavefront estimation and ISA. When we do not need to correct the 
environmental aberrations or other additional aberrations, the wave-
front estimation can be skipped by using the local system aberration 
obtained through initial global aberration estimation directly to reduce 
the computational costs. For further estimation of the environmental 
aberration, we apply an alternating direction method of multipliers 
(ADMM) method56 to update the aberrated wavefronts φ(u, v) itera-
tively as below:

∬
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where Ii(x, y) is the intermediate reconstruction image of the ith itera-
tion, Nangle is the total number of the effective angles determined by the 
pupil shape, and Hi(x, y, u, v) is the PSF for the view (u, v) generated with 
the estimated aberration A(u, v)exp( jφi(u, v)) added in the pupil plane. 
The PSF generation function PSFGen() is described as before based 
on the Rayleigh–Sommerfeld transfer function57. Deconv(A, B) is the 
deconvolution of image A by the kernel of B with the state-of-the-art 
fast deconvolution method based on the hyper-Laplacian prior58. Corr() 
represents the calculation of the cross-correlation matrix in the spatial 
domain to estimate the lateral shifts with the function of Findmax() to 
find the coordinates of the peak value. For the initial value of the aber-
rated wavefront φ1(u, v), we can either set it to zero or the local system 
aberration φsystem(u, v) calibrated before. In previous DAO in geometric 
optics33, we simplify the influence of the aberration as lateral shifts of 
the ideal angular PSFs Hi(x, y, u, v). However, we find that the aberra-
tion will also influence the additional coherence among different views 
introduced by the coded MLA, leading to changes of the PSF distribu-
tions. Therefore, we extend the DAO in wave-optics model by updating 
the aberrated PSFs with estimated aberrations based on the wave-optics 
model for each three iterations during the ADMM method (Extended 

Data Fig. 3b). We use the Zernike polynomial up to order 45 to fit the 
aberrated phase during iterations. For the convergence of iteration, we 
set the threshold as 0.1 wavelength in terms of the root mean square 
(r.m.s.) of the residual phase. It usually takes about two iterations to 
converge for the additional wavefront with an r.m.s. of 1 wavelength, 
and ten iterations for the additional wavefront with an r.m.s. of 5 wave-
lengths. The wavefront estimation process takes approximately 32 s 
for 1 iteration on 5 × 5 scanning light-field images with a pixel number 
of 2,000 × 2,000 on a desktop computer (CPU, Intel i9-10940X; RAM, 
128 GB; GPU, NVIDIA GeForce RTX Titan).

Finally, the ISA with DAO for each local region is obtained by 
phase-space deconvolution with the estimated aberrated PSFs. It usu-
ally takes approximately 9 s for 5 × 5 scanning light-field images with a 
pixel number of 2,000 × 2,000 on a desktop computer with a graphical 
processing unit with specifications as listed previously.

Numerical simulation
A series of numerical simulations were conducted to verify the perfor-
mance of ISA and DAO quantitatively. The simulated measurements 
were generated by convolution of the ground-truth images with the sim-
ulated PSFs. The ground-truth images used in Extended Data Figs. 1, 2, 
4, 5 were captured by a conventional sensor with a high-quality camera 
lens. The parameters of the simulated imaging process were the same as 
the experimental imaging system with a centre wavelength of 525 nm, 
a magnification factor of 10, and the imaging f-number at the objective 
plane of 1 (corresponding to an f-number of 10 at the image plane). For 
the simulation of the PSF and optical transfer function, we chose the 
centre wavelength of 1,000 nm for simplification (Extended Data Fig. 1). 
Gaussian noises were added to simulate the readout noise of the CMOS 
sensor. We used both peak signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and SSIM to evalu-
ate the reconstruction results. To characterize the performance of DAO 
(Extended Data Figs. 4, 5), we added different levels of aberrations at 
the pupil plane in terms of r.m.s. with a maximum Zernike order of 45. 
The ratio σ between the r.m.s. of the residual wavefront error and the 
peak–valley value of the ground-truth aberrated wavefront was used 
to show the performance of wavefront correction. We assumed that 
the hardware adaptive optics could measure the aberrated wavefronts 
perfectly and correct the aberration with a state-of-the-art tip-tilt-based 
deformable mirror array of 15 × 15 segments, corresponding to the same 
view number of the meta-imaging sensor. The simulated results of hard-
ware adaptive optics were obtained by convolution of the ground-truth 
image with the wide-field PSF generated by the residual pupil wavefront, 
and the simulated results of a conventional 2D sensor were obtained by 
convolution of the ground-truth image with the wide-field PSF gener-
ated by the aberrated pupil wavefront.

Learning-based reconstruction
Deep neural networks can be applied to further enhance the imag-
ing performance of the meta-imaging sensor or accelerate the recon-
struction process by exploiting the data prior. Although we used the 
physics-based optimization algorithms for all the experiments to char-
acterize the performance of meta-imaging sensor, we have tested sev-
eral existing neural networks with pretrained models to show their great 
potential for future development. For image super-resolution shown in 
Extended Data Fig. 10a–c, we applied two single image super-resolution 
networks47,48 with their respective open-source pre-trained models. We 
used the reconstructed results of the meta-imaging sensor directly as 
the input of these networks to show that the meta-imaging sensor is 
also compatible with existing imaging processing algorithms to further 
improve the performance using a data prior. For the acceleration of 
the motion correction process shown in Extended Data Fig. 10d–g, 
we used the recurrent back-projection network49 with its open source 
pre-trained model. We utilized the 3 × 3 low-resolution images of the 
centre view as the input of the network to obtain the high-resolution 
image without motion artefacts. Although the output of the network 



has slightly reduced spatial resolution compared with the results 
obtained by our optical-flow-based motion correction algorithm, 
the inference of the network is about 29 times faster than the opti-
mization algorithm, demonstrating the potential of applying deep 
neural networks to accelerate all the reconstruction processes of the 
meta-imaging sensor.

Depth estimation
The disparities between different views provide clues for depth sens-
ing based on multiview stereo59. The meta-imaging sensor captures 
the spatial–angular measurements with better resolution than that of 
a traditional light-field camera, facilitating high-density depth sensing 
with better accuracy. To show the improvement, we applied the same 
depth estimation method on the data of traditional light field and the 
meta-imaging sensor separately. We chose a state-of-the-art depth 
estimation algorithm designed for light field with super-pixel-based 
regularization over partially occluded regions42. The disparity map 
obtained by this method was converted into actual distances or 
thickness on the basis of the geometric parameters of the imaging 
system. To evaluate the accuracy of the depth estimation, we used 
a commercial focus-variation microscope (InfiniteFocus G5plus, 
Bruker Alicona)43 to measure the ground truth of the depth map for 
the circuit board in Fig. 6. It takes about half an hour to capture the 
whole FOV through scanning over a large volume for the commercial 
system. Finally, the thickness errors were calculated after accurate 
alignment between the reconstruction results of different methods 
and the ground truth. More importantly, we find that the optical 
aberrations will influence the accuracy of the depth map as well for 
vision-based depth sensing, which are hard to correct in traditional 
imaging systems. Here we used the aberration maps obtained by 
initial global aberration estimation to warp different views for geo-
metric correction before depth estimation. Results with aberration 
correction show better performance than those without correction 
(Extended Data Fig. 9c–f).

Data availability
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Code availability
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Extended Data Fig. 1 | See next page for caption.



Extended Data Fig. 1 | Illustrations of the diffraction effect introduced by 
the small coded microlens aperture for incoherent synthetic aperture.  
a, The optical transfer functions (OTFs) of different views obtained by direct 
pupil segmentation, illustrating the loss of spatial resolution. The schematic is 
shown in the top row, in which the microlens array (MLA) is placed at the pupil 
plane with a large microlens aperture. b, The OTFs of different views obtained 
by the meta-imaging sensor without the coded pattern. All the simulation 
imaging parameters are the same as those in the imaging system described in 
the Methods with the magnification factor of 10 and imaging f-number of 1. We 
set the centre wavelength as 1,000 nm for the convenience of simulation. c, The 
OTFs of different views obtained by the meta-imaging sensor without the 
coded pattern with a larger microlens aperture and the same f-number: 

142.6 μm pitch size for 31×31 angles. The nulls in the OTFs increase with a large 
microlens aperture due to the reduction of the diffraction effect. d, The OTFs 
of different views obtained by the meta-imaging sensor with the circular coded 
pattern and 69 μm microlens size, illustrating reduced nulls in the OTF. The 
vertical banding in the OTF at low transverse frequencies is the artefact 
originated from the fftn function in Matlab due to the large depth of field of the 
point spread function (PSF). e, Ground-truth image used for numerical 
simulation. f, Reconstructed result of the meta-imaging sensor without the 
circular pattern on each microlens, which exhibits reconstruction artefacts for 
dense structures. g, Reconstructed result of the meta-imaging sensor with the 
circular pattern on each microlens without artefacts. Scale bar: 1 μm−1. PSNR, 
peak signal-to-noise ratio.
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Extended Data Fig. 2 | Comparisons of the reconstruction performance 
with different scanning periods. a, Ground-truth image used for numerical 
simulations. All the imaging parameters are the same as the imaging system 
described in Methods with a magnification factor of 10 and f-number of 1.  
b–e, Reconstructed images of the meta-imaging sensor with different scanning 
periods: 1×1 (b), 3×3 (c), 5×5 (d), and 15×15 (e). The scanning period 1×1 

corresponds to the traditional light-field camera without the scanning process. 
f, The curve of the structural similarity index measure (SSIM) between the 
reconstruction and ground truth versus different scanning periods. It can be 
noted that the reconstruction performance gradually converges with the 
increase of the scanning number. Therefore, we choose the scanning period of 
5×5 for most of the experiments in our manuscript (see Supplementary Table 1).



Extended Data Fig. 3 | The flow chart of the data processing pipeline for the 
meta-imaging sensor. a, Pre-processing module. The raw data were first 
converted into different views by pixel realignment. For dynamic samples, 
motion correction is used to eliminate motion artefacts. Then the global views 
are segmented into small blocks evenly to estimate and correct the spatially 
nonuniform aberrations. b, Wavefront estimation module for each local block. 
It can be skipped by using the local system aberration directly to reduce the 
computational costs. For each local block, we can further estimate the 
environmental aberrations with an alternating direction method of multipliers 
(ADMM). We extend the DAO into wave optics by updating the aberrated PSFs 
with estimated aberrations based on the wave-optics model for each three 

iterations during the ADMM method. c, Incoherent synthetic aperture (ISA). 
The aberration-corrected image for each local block can be obtained by 
phase-space deconvolution with the estimated aberrated PSFs. Different 
blocks are stitched together averaging at the overlapped area for the global 
reconstruction afterwards. d, Motion correction module applied to each view 
separately. e, Initial global aberration estimation used to estimate the spatially 
nonuniform system aberrations. f, Fast deconvolution module. The estimated 
image during the wavefront estimation step is obtained by the average of the 
deconvolved results with different angular PSFs based on the hyper-Laplacian 
prior.
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Extended Data Fig. 4 | See next page for caption.



Extended Data Fig. 4 | Numerical evaluations of the DAO performance with 
different aberration levels. a, Ground truth of the simulated image. b, Results 
obtained by a conventional 2D sensor, a 2D sensor with hardware adaptive 
optics (AO) through a tip-tilt-based deformable mirror array (15×15 segments), 
and the meta-imaging sensor with DAO in geometric optics and wave optics, 
shown in different rows. Results with different r.m.s. of aberrations (0.5λ, 1λ 
and 3λ) are shown in different columns. The aberrations are generated 
randomly with a maximum Zernike order of 45. The simulated imaging settings 
are the same as aforementioned. The ground truth aberrations are shown in the 
insets of the 2D sensor results, while the corrected aberrations of different 

methods are shown in corresponding insets. The colour bars for each column 
are shown at the bottom. c, The curves of peak SNR (PSNR) versus different 
r.m.s. of aberrations added for different methods. d, The curves of SSIM versus 
different r.m.s. of aberrations added for different methods. e, The curves of 
relative residual wavefront errors σ versus different r.m.s. of aberrations added 
for different methods, where σ is calculated through the ratio of the residual 
phase r.m.s. to the peak-to-valley value of the added aberration. f, Results of 
experimental data obtained by 2D sensor and meta-imaging sensor with DAO in 
geometric optics and wave optics. Scale bar: 20 mm (f).
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Extended Data Fig. 5 | Numerical evaluations of the noise robustness of the 
meta-imaging sensor. a, The curves of the SSIM and peak SNR versus different 
noise levels indicated by the SNR under different aberration levels (0λ, 1λ, 2λ 
and 3λ). Different levels of Gaussian noises are added to simulate the readout 
noise. The simulated settings are the same as aforementioned. b, Results 
obtained by a conventional 2D sensor with the SNR of 20 dB (right) and 40 dB 

(left) without aberrations. c–e, Results obtained by the meta-imaging sensor 
with different SNRs: 40 dB (c), 20 dB (d) and 3 dB (e), and aberration levels.  
f, The curves of relative residual wavefront errors σ versus different SNRs under 
different aberration levels (1λ, 2λ and 3λ), showing strong noise robustness of 
the meta-imaging sensor for aberration estimations. g, Ground-truth 
aberrations and corresponding estimated aberrations with different SNRs.



Extended Data Fig. 6 | Comparisons between the meta-imaging sensor  
and the conventional 2D sensor. a, The centre-view image obtained by 
meta-imaging sensor with a single plastic lens. The sample is four resolution 
charts (ISO 12233), which is the same as Fig. 2d. b, Part of the image captured by 
a conventional 2D sensor with a single plastic lens and corresponding results 
after applying different blind deconvolution algorithms marked on the top17, 35–39.  
The result obtained by the meta-imaging sensor under the same condition is 
also shown for comparison with the estimated aberration shown in the inset.  
c–e, The magnified regions of the raw data captured by the 2D sensor and 

meta-imaging sensor under the same imaging conditions and exposure time to 
show the SNR improvement of the meta-imaging sensor with the existence of 
strong aberrations. f–i, Magnified regions marked in a obtained by different 
methods including the 2D sensor with a high-quality single lens reflex (SLR) 
camera lens (Canon EF70-200mm 1:2.8L), the 2D sensor with a single plastic 
lens, and the meta-imaging sensor with the same single plastic lens. Estimated 
aberrations of the local regions are shown in the insets. Scale bars: 40 mm (a), 
5 mm (b–i).
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Extended Data Fig. 7 | Gigapixel imaging with a single lens by the 
meta-imaging sensor. a, The image obtained by a conventional 2D sensor with 
a single plano-convex lens. We set up the scenes by ourselves in the lab. A black 
box is used to block the logo for copyright reasons. A photo of the painting 
‘Along the River During the Qingming Festival’ by Qiu Ying was printed as one of 
the samples to be imaged. b, The image obtained by the meta-imaging sensor 
with a single plano-convex lens. To achieve gigapixel imaging with our current 
CMOS chip, we fixed the lens and manually shifted the 2D sensor and the 

meta-imaging sensor in the lateral domain to cover a large field of view (FOV). 
Then the gigapixel images were obtained by stitching the images with tiny 
overlaps. The pixel number of both images after stitching was 26,207 × 39,194 
(~1.03 gigapixel). A black box is used to block the logo for copyright reasons.  
c–f, Magnification of regions marked in a obtained by the 2D sensor (top) and 
the meta-imaging sensor (bottom). The estimated aberrations by the 
meta-imaging sensor are shown in the inset. The dashed circles represent the 
telecentric region with a f-number of 10.



Extended Data Fig. 8 | Motion correction for dynamic turbulence on an 
80-cm ground-based telescope. a, We directly placed our meta-imaging 
sensor or the conventional 2D sensor containing the same CMOS chip on the 
image plane of the Tsinghua-NAOC 80-cm telescope. The telescope is an 80-cm 
Cassegrain telescope. The photograph showing our proof-of-concept camera 
attached on the telescope during experiments. b, The view (−4, −3) after direct 

pixel realignment of the Moon imaged by the meta-imaging sensor without 
motion correction. c, The optical flow map from the adjacent time point  
to the central time point obtained by the non-rigid registration algorithm. 
 d–g, Magnification of regions marked in b to better visualize the view data 
without (top) and with (bottom) motion corrections, illustrating the effectiveness 
of the algorithm. Scale bars: 100 arcseconds (b,c), 10 arcseconds (d–g).
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Extended Data Fig. 9 | Aberration correction for accurate depth sensing 
with the meta-imaging sensor. a, Central view of a circuit board obtained by 
our meta-imaging sensor. The spatial–angular plane of the blue solid line is 
shown in the bottom. Different depths can be estimated from the slopes of the 
corresponding points. b, The ground-truth depth map obtained by a 
commercial focus-variation microscopy. c,d, The depth maps obtained by 
traditional light-field camera (corresponding to the meta-imaging sensor 
without scanning) without (c) and with (d) aberration correction. e, f, The 

depth maps obtained by the meta-imaging sensor without (e) and with (f) 
aberration correction. g, Magnification of the region marked in a to show the 
difference of minute structures. h, The average thickness of four components 
marked in a for both traditional light field and meta-imaging sensor with and 
without aberration corrections. The centre values represent the average. Error 
bars represent 1 standard deviation (n = 14,400 pixels for each component). 
Scale bars: 1 mm.



Extended Data Fig. 10 | Deep-learning-based methods applied to the 
meta-imaging sensor. a, The imaging results obtained by the meta-imaging 
sensor with magnifications for better visualization. b,c, The corresponding 
results after super-resolution by two different deep-learning-based 
methods47,48 with pre-trained models to further improve the resolution with the 
data prior, indicating that the meta-imaging sensor is compatible with existing 
signal processing algorithms. d, The central views of the dynamic scenes 

obtained by the meta-imaging sensor without motion correction.  
e, The corresponding results after our optical-flow-based motion correction.  
f, The corresponding results after learning-based motion correction with a 
pretrained deep neutral network, a recurrent back-projection network (RBPN)49. 
g, Comparisons of the processing time required for motion correction of a single 
view with 400 × 400 pixels, illustrating about 29-times acceleration achieved by 
the learning-based method.
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